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Abstract
Supersonic expansions of a molecularly complex vapor occurring within the non-ideal thermodynamic region in the close 
proximity of liquid-vapor saturation curve were characterized experimentally for the first time. Results for two planar con-
verging–diverging nozzles in the adapted regime and at different inlet conditions, from highly non-ideal to dilute gas state, 
are reported. Measurements of upstream total pressure and temperature are performed in the plenum ahead of the nozzle, 
while static pressure and supersonic Mach number measurements are carried out along the nozzle centerline. The investi-
gated expansions are of interest for both fundamental research on non-ideal compressible flows and industrial applications, 
especially in the energy field. Siloxane MDM (octamethyltrisiloxane, C

8
H

24
O

2
Si

3
 ), a high molecular complexity organic 

compound, is used. Local pressure ratio P∕P
T
 and Mach number M measurements display a dependence on the inlet total 

state, a typical non-ideal feature different from dilute gas conditions.

1 Introduction

Non-ideal compressible flows of molecularly complex 
vapors are of interest for diverse industrial applications such 
as transportation of high-pressure fuels and chemicals and 
for turbomachines. The latter are typically implemented in 
chemical processes and in energy systems, as it is the case of 
compressors for refrigeration industry and turbo-expanders 
for organic Rankine cycles (ORCs). Working fluids involved 
are typically organic compounds such as aliphatic and aro-
matic hydrocarbons, halocarbons, and siloxanes, which fea-
ture high molecular complexity and high molecular mass. 
Expansions taking place within ORC turbine blade channels 
are of particular interest, since they occur in the close prox-
imity of vapor saturation curve and critical point (Macchi 

and Astolfi 2017; Colonna et al. 2015, 2008) thus entailing 
remarkable deviation from the ideal-gas behavior. Indeed, in 
these so-called non-ideal regions, the behavior of isentropic 
expansions is dependent on the flow stagnation conditions 
and not only on the expander geometry, as it is the case of 
ideal gases. This can be observed by analyzing the flow in 
terms of local Mach number M and static-to-total ratio of 
local thermodynamic quantities, such as, for instance, pres-
sure, temperature and density; thus obtaining ratios such 
as P∕PT , T∕TT , �∕�T , where P, T, � are, respectively, pres-
sure, temperature and density, and the subscript T refers to 
total conditions. Moreover, departure from ideality can be 
so large to possibly lead to uncommon phenomena, such as 
non-monotonic variation of Mach number along isentropic 
expansions (Cramer and Fry 1993; Kluwick 2004), increase 
of the Mach number past oblique shock waves (Gori et al. 
2017a), Vimercati et al. (2017) or even to non-classical ones, 
such as the occurrence of rarefaction shock waves (Thomp-
son and Lambrakis 1973). These effects are ascribed to the 
action of long-range attractive and short-range repulsive 
intermolecular forces (Colonna and Guardone 2006) which 
make possible an unconventional increase of the speed of 
sound c along isentropic expansion. The fundamental deriva-
tive of gas dynamics Γ (Thompson 1971) is a measure of the 
change of speed of sound along isentropic expansions and 
therefore of non-ideal effects; it is defined as follows:
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where the partial derivative is taken at constant specific 
entropy per unit mass s. Γ provides a comprehensive 
description of the gas dynamic regimes. In the ideal-gas 
state, Pv = RT  , with v the specific volume and R the gas 
constant, and under the polytropic assumption of constant 
specific heats, Γ = (𝛾 + 1)∕2 > 1 , where 𝛾 > 1 is the spe-
cific heat ratio. Current models predict that, for molecularly 
complex fluids, a thermodynamic region exists in the vapor 
phase where Γ < 1 and the flow behavior is non-ideal; if 
sub-regions of negative Γ are also present, the regime is 
non-classical and expansion shock waves are also admis-
sible. A detailed discussion on different compressible fluid 
regimes in quasi one-dimensional nozzle expansions is given 
in Guardone and Vimercati (2016).

The understanding of the fluid-dynamics of highly non-
ideal compressible flows is crucial for the appropriate design 
of devices operating in such non-ideal conditions. There-
fore, detailed experimental data are needed about Non-Ideal 
Compressible Fluid Dynamics (NICFD) flows, with a par-
ticular focus on ORC power systems, which are unavailable 
in the open literature up to date. NICFD is the branch of 
fluid-dynamics dealing with compressible flows for which 
Pv ≠ RT .

To fill this gap, experiments are performed for differ-
ent flow conditions on the Test Rig for Organic VApors 
(TROVA) (Spinelli et al. 2010; Pini 2011; Spinelli et al. 
2013), the blow-down facility of the Laboratory of Com-
pressible fluid dynamics for Renewable Energy Application 
(CREA Lab) of Politecnico di Milano. The TROVA test sec-
tion is currently equipped with a modular planar nozzle, 
whose contoured profiles are specifically designed for the 
fluid and the operating conditions under scrutiny. However, 
linear turbine blade cascades can also be accommodated. A 
converging–diverging nozzle was selected as the simplest 
geometry expanding the vapor from subsonic to supersonic 
velocity, similarly to turbine blade channels. In addition, 
a straight axis nozzle permits the flow characterization by 
means of pressure taps and transducers with no adoption 
of directional probes, which are currently not available for 
organic vapor flows.

The results of an extensive experimental campaign are 
presented here for the first time. Siloxane MDM (octameth-
yltrisiloxane, C8H24O2Si3 ) was chosen as working fluid, 
since it is complex enough to exhibit a highly non-ideal 
behavior in the vapor phase (Colonna et al. 2007) and it 
is also widely applied in ORC power systems. The stud-
ied expansions are provided by two different nozzles, both 
designed to obtain a uniform outlet flow with Mach number 
of about 2 and 1.5 respectively, see Guardone et al. (2013).

(1)Γ = 1 +
�

c

(

�c

��

)

s

The vapor flow is characterized by measuring the total 
pressure PT and the total temperature TT within a plenum 
upstream of the nozzle and the wall static pressure P along 
the nozzle center line. The schlieren technique is also 
applied to visualize the density gradient field within the flow. 
Each nozzle is tested at variable inlet conditions, from highly 
non-ideal to almost ideal-gas state, as it is pointed out by the 
compressibility factor Z = Pv∕RT varying between 0.63 and 
0.99. As the fundamental derivative of gas dynamics, the 
compressibility factor is a measure of the flow non-ideality 
(being at the constant value of Z = 1 for an ideal gas) and 
it is the parameter typically employed to remark deviations 
from the ideal gas behavior. During a single test run, the 
vapor is blown from an upstream reservoir which empties, 
thus feeding the nozzle at reducing pressure, allowing to 
explore a wide range of thermodynamic states.

Several tests are carried out in similar conditions, obtain-
ing consistent results, thus proving the test repeatability. For 
four tests, out of eleven significant ones, measured data are 
thoroughly discussed, highlighting non-ideal compressible 
effects of different intensity by comparison with the noz-
zle flow field obtained in the ideal-gas state. The influence 
of inlet conditions, a distinctive feature of NICFD, is also 
pointed out. The flow features are qualitatively in accordance 
with those predicted by the quasi-one-dimensional theory 
for a polytropic van der Waals fluid and with those resulting 
from more accurate two-dimensional computational fluid 
dynamics (CFD) calculation using state-of-the-art thermo-
dynamic models. For one of the two nozzles, a comparison 
is also performed with results obtained operating the nozzle 
with air, thus assessing the influence of different gas com-
plexity on the polytropic ideal-gas flow.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the 
TROVA facility and the measurement techniques employed, 
while the test procedure and conditions are described in 
Sect. 3. Section 4 discusses the data consistency and their 
representation in time and space. The results of the inves-
tigation are presented in Sect. 5 by discussing the nozzle 
flow features at selected inlet conditions, characterized by 
different non-ideal behavior of the vapor. Finally, Sect. 6 
draws some conclusions.

2  Experimental facility and measurement 
techniques

The TROVA facility is a blow-down wind tunnel built to 
investigate NICFD flows, especially for ORC applica-
tions. The working fluid is first isochorically heated in a 
high-pressure vessel (HPV) up to saturated, superheated, or 
supercritical conditions. The vapor is then discharged by the 
HPV, expands from subsonic to supersonic velocity through 
the converging-diverging nozzle and it is then collected in a 
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low-pressure vessel (LPV). Here, the vapor is condensed and 
pumped back to the HPV by means of a membrane pump. 
The nozzle total pressure PT , thus the discharged flow rate, 
is controlled by a fast operating main control valve (MCV). 
Extensive details about the test rig and its design can be 
found in Spinelli et al. (2010, 2013).

2.1  Test section and instrumentation

The TROVA was designed to investigate a wide variety of 
organic fluids at different operating conditions. The nozzle 
test section is modular and allows to accommodate straight-
axis converging–diverging nozzles with a rectangular cross 
section, specifically designed for the fluid and the operating 
conditions under scrutiny, see Guardone et al. (2013). The 
straight axis nozzle allows to characterize the pressure field 
at the flow core by applying the isentropic hypothesis, thus 
avoiding the use of single or multi-hole directional probes, 
which would require fluid-specific aerodynamic calibration. 
This hypothesis does not apply if shock waves are observed 
in the diverging portion. Furthermore, the planar configura-
tion permits an easy implementation of the optical access.

Two nozzles were tested, both designed to deliver a uni-
form flow at the exit section:

• Nozzle M2.0 provides an exit flow with design Mach 
number M = 2 and features a backward facing step at the 
geometrical throat, machined to fix the throat position 
independent of any possible unsteadiness of the boundary 
layer. In addition, the recessed step allowed to investigate 
the shock structure originating downstream the separated 
region. The step non-dimensional height is h∕H = 0.012 , 
where H is the nozzle semi-height at throat. Details are 
given in Gori et al. (2017b).

• Nozzle M1.5 is designed, with a clean geometry, to 
deliver an exit flow at Mach number M = 1.5 . No step 
was machined, since the throat position revealed stable, 
as pointed out by non-fluctuating pressure signals. An 
increased roughness (Ra ≈ 0.6 μ m) was adopted at the 
contoured end-walls to form Mach waves, whose slope, 
detected through the schlieren images, provides a direct 
measurement of the local Mach number.

The diverging portion of each nozzle has been designed by 
using the method of characteristics coupled with state-of-
the-art thermodynamic models for siloxane MDM (Guar-
done et al. 2013; Lemmon et al. 2013), while the converging 
part has been designed using a 5th order polynomial profile.

Along the nozzle axis, nine pressure taps of 0.3 mm 
diameter are machined on the rear steel plate. They are con-
veniently labeled with increasing numbers, from 1 to 9 in 
the streamwise direction, see Fig. 1, and congruent labeling 
is adopted for the correspondent measured pressures. Each 

tap is connected, through a 30 mm long line-cavity system, 
to a pressure transducer, which measures wall static pres-
sure P. The capacity connecting the flow with the sensing 
element exhibits a volume of about 130 mm3 , leading to 
a resonance frequency of line-cavity system of the order 
of 200 Hz, estimated by a viscous model developed for an 
arbitrary complex system of lines and cavities, see Antonini 
et al. (2008). During a test run not all the nozzle taps are 
necessarily active, due to possible unavailability of pres-
sure sensors with the proper full scale; however, flow field 
regions interested by high pressure gradients are always cov-
ered. The rear plate is mirror polished to perform double 
passage schlieren, while the frontal optical access is pro-
vided by a planar quartz window.

Stagnation conditions PT, TT are measured in the set-
tling chamber ahead the test section, using a wall pressure 
transducer (due to the very low local flow velocity of about 
1 m/s) and two thermocouples, TCK and TCJ, of K and J 
type respectively. Their hot junctions, whose diameter is of 
0.25 mm (K-type) and 0.7 mm (J-type), are located at the 
chamber axis and at a relative distance of about 200 mm 
streamwise. The time constants of the considered thermo-
couples were estimated using the two sensor characterization 
method proposed by Hung et al. (2005). The analysis yields 
a time constant of 𝜏TCK = 0.28 s and 𝜏TCJ = 1.34 s for the K 
and J thermocouples respectively. Furthermore, due to the 
low frequency content of the physical signal (only 0.005% 
of the signal energy is found above 0.2 Hz, if the total pres-
sure signal is taken as reference), the dynamic temperature 
reconstruction procedure yields an input signal always lying 
well within the sensor uncertainty. Compensation is there-
fore not required.

Pressure sensors are miniaturized piezo-resistive trans-
ducers (sensing element diameter of 3.8 mm), operating up 
to 343 ◦ C and exhibiting high natural frequency ( ∼ 102 to 

Fig. 1  Static pressure tap location on the rear plate along the nozzle 
axis. The flow is from left to right. In this picture the plate is not mir-
ror polished
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∼ 103 kHz depending on the full scale), thus not limiting the 
pressure measurement response. Due to their considerable 
sensitivity to temperature variation, they were calibrated 
both in pressure and temperature in the range of 1 bar to full 
scale ( 3.5 ≤FS≤40 bar) and of 25–300 ◦ C respectively. The 
two thermocouples were calibrated in the same tempera-
ture range (25–300 ◦C). The final accuracy of each sensor is 
summarized in Table 1. The data acquisition (DAQ) system 
consists of analog modules for signal conditioning and of a 
high speed 16 bit ADC data acquisition board.

Continuous imaging of the density gradient field is pro-
vided by schlieren visualization, to complement the discrete 
pressure measurements at the nozzle axis. The system is of 
double passage type, with the emitting and receiving com-
ponents on the same optical bench, featuring the advantage 
of easy alignment and of enhanced sensitivity. A high-speed 
CMOS camera is digitally triggered to synchronize the 
schlieren images with the pressure and temperature data. 
The camera resolution is 1936 × 1216 pixels, with a pixel 
dimension of 5.86 μ m. The knife orientation of the system 
is normal to the nozzle centerline, thus allowing to visualize 
density gradients along the nozzle axis direction. In addition, 
its position is such that compression waves (positive density 
gradients) appear as dark regions, while expansion waves 
as bright ones. The light source is a 100 W Hg arc-lamp. 
Further details on the data acquisition system and on the 
schlieren bench are given in Spinelli et al. (2016) and Cozzi 
et al. (2015).

3  Test description and operating conditions

For each of the two nozzles, M2.0 and M1.5, several tests 
were carried out on the expanding flow of MDM vapor, start-
ing either at moderate or at high non-ideal thermodynamic 
conditions, in subcritical and slightly superheated state, thus 
close to the saturation curve. Tests performed at moderate 
non-ideal states feature initial total pressure and temperature 
of about PT = 4.5 bar and TT = 240 ◦ C, namely, reduced 
conditions of PTr = PT∕PC = 0.31 and TTr = TT∕TC = 0.91 , 
where PC and TC are, respectively, the pressure and the tem-
perature at the critical point. Correspondingly, the minimum 

value of the compressibility factor at total conditions ZT is 
around 0.81. The value of ZT is calculated as a function of PT 
and TT by using the Helmoltz energy approach of Span and 
Wagner (2003) implemented in RefProp for MDM. Tests 
at high non-ideal conditions are carried out starting from 
stagnation pressure and temperatures of about PT = 9 bar 
( PTr = 0.63 ) and TT = 270  ◦ C ( TTr = 0.96 ), with com-
pressibility factors as low as ZT = 0.63 . Four out of eleven 
tests (selected within the overall experimental campaign) 
are discussed in detail in this paper. Indeed, different tests 
performed at similar (though not identical) inlet conditions 
provided comparable results; therefore the four selected tests 
are taken as representative of the two tested nozzles and of 
the two initial levels of pressure (high and low) correspond-
ing to high and moderate non-ideality. Accordingly, the four 
tests are labeled using the nozzle name, M2.0 or M1.5, and 
the pressure level, high (H) or low (L). For this reference 
experiments, Table 2 summarizes the operating conditions 
at time t = 0 s, when the total compressibility factor ZT is at 
minimum value.

A single test is triggered by the opening of the main 
control valve (MCV) and the consequent vapor discharge 
through the nozzle. For the entire test, the valve is kept 
at a fixed 100% opening position, therefore the upstream 
total pressure is not controlled, entailing the opportunity of 
exploring a wide variety of thermodynamic states during one 
single run. Indeed, after the opening transient of about 2 s, 
the HPV empties and PT decreases; starting from non-ideal 
dense-vapor conditions, more dilute states are encountered 
as the test proceeds and the ideal gas state is approached.

The relaxation time of the nozzle is more than two order 
of magnitude lower than the one related to the emptying 
process of the HPV (Spinelli et al. 2010, 2013) therefore, a 
steady-state nozzle flow can be assumed at any fixed time. 
Indeed, data are acquired at a high frequency, which is 
1 kHz for pressure and temperature measurements, while 
the exposure time for schlieren imaging is set to 1 ms. Due 
to the extremely low initial pressure within the LPV, which 
is below 10 mbar, and the large LPV-to-HPV capacity ratio 
(about 6), the test section operates in under-expanded con-
ditions during the entire run and an isentropic flow can be 
assumed within the large nozzle core, except in the very 

Table 1  Type, calibration range and expanded uncertainty (U) of pressure and temperature sensors

FS ∈ [3.5, 40 bar] is the transducer full scale

Property Sensor Type Calibration range P (bar) Calibration 
range T ( ◦C)

U
P
 (%FS) U

T
 ( ◦C)

T
T

Thermocouple K (Ni/Cr–Ni/Al) – 25–300 – 1.0
T
T

Thermocouple J (Fe–Cu/Ni) – 25–300 – 1.2
P
T
 , P Piezo-resistive transducer Kulite XTEH 1 − FS (3.5–40) 25–300 ∼ 0.07 –
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close proximity of the walls. This hypothesis is also con-
firmed by CFD simulations, see Gori et al. (2017b).

For the four analyzed tests, Fig. 2a depicts the steady 
state, isentropic expansions processes occurring within the 
nozzles at time t = 0 s, in the temperature–specific entropy 
(T–s) diagram. Figure 2b shows the time evolution of the 
inlet condition ( PT , TT ) during each test. In both figures, the 
contour of Z is reported, which increases towards the Z = 1 
limit as PT reduces. The specific entropy s was calculated 
from PT and TT using the RefProp model for MDM.

A single test concludes as the nozzle becomes over-
expanded, with shock waves entering the divergent portion. 
This condition occurs in extremely dilute gas states, which 
are of scarce interest. The test duration obviously depends on 
the run conditions and on the nozzle throat area; it is about 
150  and 200 s for tests performed at high- and low-pressure 
level respectively.

4  Data representation and consistency

This section describes how the measured pressure, tempera-
ture and schlieren images are processed and represented. The 
acquired data are also complemented with the calculated 
values of the compressibility factor Z and of the fundamental 
derivative of gas dynamics Γ , which both point out the level 
of flow non-ideality. In addition, the repeatability of the test 
procedure is assessed by comparing data set gathered during 
eleven different tests.

4.1  Data representation

During each experiment run pressure and temperature sig-
nals are acquired at a sampling frequency of 1 kHz, while 
schlieren images are saved at a rate of 20 frames per sec-
ond (fps) and with an exposure time 1 ms. To synchronize 
pressure and temperature signals with schlieren images, 
pressure and temperature data are averaged in packages 
of 50 points, establishing a time resolution of 50 ms for 
the whole data set. Valve MCV starts opening at time 
t = ts ≈ −2 s and it is fully open at time t = 0 s which is 
set as the initial time of the experiment; correspondingly, 
the maximum total pressure PT and the minimum total 
compressibility factor Z

Tmin
 are reached upstream of the 

nozzle. The test final time tf is marked by the occurrence 
of shock waves entering the diverging portion of the noz-
zle, which are detectable through the increasing of pres-
sure measured from tap 9. Taking test M2.0L as an exam-
ple, Fig. 3a shows the time evolution of the total pressure 
PT , of the total temperature TT and of wall static pressure 
P, measured at different locations along the nozzle axis 
during the experiment run. The test lasts approximately 
195 s and static pressure signals are labeled according to 
the corresponding tap numbers, 1–9 streamwise, with tap 
number 5 located at the geometrical throat. For clarity, 
only signals of five taps (3, 5, 6, 7 and 9) out of the active 
eight ones are plotted. All pressure values decrease in time 
due the emptying of the HPV, while pressure along the 
nozzle reduces as the vapor expands. Contrarily, the total 
temperature TT does not decrease monotonically with time 

Fig. 2  a Nozzle expansions from total inlet conditions to static out-
let conditions for the four representative tests M2.0L, M1.5L, M2.0H, 
M1.5H, at time t = 0  s. Expansion processes are plotted in the tem-
perature–specific entropy (T–s) diagram. b Explored thermodynamic 

region in the pressure–temperature (P–T) plane for the aforemen-
tioned tests for t ≥ 0 and with a time step of 5  s. Both the specific 
entropy s and the compressibility Z factor are calculated from the 
RefProp model of MDM
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as expected. This is possibly due to non-uniformity of the 
temperature within the HPV and the heated pipe upstream 
of the plenum. Small fluctuations are visible during the 
initial part of test M2.0L; they are of small amplitude 
(within the thermocouple uncertainty) and negligible in 
other tests. However, time instants corresponding to these 
fluctuations and the related data set are not considered 
among those extracted for steady nozzle flow analyses (see 
discussion below and Fig. 3b).

Figure 3a also reports the evolution of the compressibility 
factor ZT and of the fundamental derivative of gas dynam-
ics ΓT in the plenum. Both values, which are calculated as a 
function of PT and TT from the RefProp model, provide an 
indication of the flow non-ideality at nozzle inlet. They are 
initially well below one and monotonically increase through-
out the test, consistently with decreasing non-ideality until 
the ideal-gas state is approached at the run conclusion. 
Notice that for MDM, in the polytropic ideal gas (PIG) limit 
and in the investigated temperature range ΓPIG ≈ 1.009 . The 

analyzed tests other than M2.0L feature very similar evolu-
tion and are therefore, not discussed in detail.

Figure  3b depicts the time trend of pressure signals 
along the non-dimensional nozzle axial coordinate x, for 
test M2.0L. The x coordinate is made non-dimensional by 
the nozzle semi-height at the geometrical throat H. Plotted 
signals extend to negative time since they include the open-
ing transient of MCV. The three-dimensional plot clarifies 
that samples of the entire data set PT , TT , P and schlieren 
images can be taken at different time in the range [0, tf ] 
(each equivalent to different ZT in the range [ Z

Tmin
 , Z

Tmax
 ]) 

through cutting planes at different time t ( ZT in Fig. 3b). 
Each sample provides a steady-state nozzle flow field, with 
different level of non-ideality, marked by the value of ZT . 
Meaningful time instants for data extraction were chosen 
to cover the compressibility factor range with five, equally 
spaced, values. At each time, measured quantities are plotted 
against the axial coordinate, as it is standard practice in noz-
zle flows. In particular the local pressure ratios P∕PT and, for 

Table 2  Operating conditions 
for reference experiments at the 
test start, t = 0 s

P
T
 , T

T
 are total pressure and temperature and P

Tr
 , T

Tr
 are their reduced values. Z

T
 is the total compressibil-

ity factor, � the adapted expansion ratio and M
out

 is the exit Mach number

Test P
T
 (bar) T

T
 ( ◦C) P

Tr
T
Tr

Z
T

� M
out

M2.0L 4.58 247 0.32 0.92 0.82 9.83 2.10
M1.5L 4.59 239 0.32 0.91 0.81 3.34 1.55
M2.0H 9.02 269 0.63 0.96 0.65 9.16 2.03
M1.5H 9.20 268 0.64 0.96 0.63 3.12 1.50

Fig. 3  a Time trends of measured P
T
,T

T
 and P for test M2.0L. For 

plot clarity static pressure at the axis is only reported for taps 3, 5 
(geometrical throat), 6, 7, 9. The evolution of Z

T
 and Γ

T
 , which are 

calculated using the RefProp model, is also shown to point out the 
non-ideal behavior of the flow. b Time trends of measured P at each 
active pressure tap along the nozzle axis for test M2.0L. The noz-

zle non-dimensional semi-profile (black line) is superimposed to 
the P − x∕H plane at the starting time t

s
 ; y  / H represents the non-

dimensional coordinate normal to the axis. Steady-state sampling of 
the data set at three different time and Z

T
 values is also represented by 

three exemplifying cutting planes
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the diverging portion only, the local Mach number are dis-
cussed. These data are complemented with the local values 
of the compressibility factor Z, identifying flow non-ideality 
along the nozzle. Under the assumption of the boundary 
layer theory, the flow core is assumed to be isentropic and 
therefore Z = Z(P, s) is calculated, using the RefProp model, 
as a function of the measured static pressure P and of the 
specific entropy s, which is in turn computed from the stag-
nation conditions s = s(PT, TT).

4.2  Consistency of experimental data

Consistency of experimental measures is now assessed. 
Eleven satisfactory experimental runs, performed using the 
two nozzles, are considered for consistency analysis and are 
reported in Table 3, together with total condition selected for 
the required comparison. They correspond to Z

T ,max states, 
which are used to evaluate consistency of the whole data 
set. Different tests are labeled according to the execution 
sequence and include the four reference test (see Table 2).

The nozzle local pressure ratio P∕PT is the parameter of 
choice in this analysis, since it is obtained from measure-
ments only, without employing the thermodynamic model. 
Therefore, the consistency of experimental measures is eval-
uated without the introduction of inaccuracies other than the 
instrument uncertainty. Furthermore, the local pressure ratio 
is a quantity which significantly characterizes isentropic 
nozzle flows; for instance in the PIG case, the local value 
of P∕PT in an adopted nozzle depends on the fluid and the 
geometry only.

To verify the test repeatability, a sufficiently large number 
of nozzle operating conditions ( PT, TT ) are required for com-
parison, due to the non-ideal dependence of the nozzle flow 
on the stagnation conditions. Unfortunately, total pressure 

and temperature are rarely the same at any time in different 
tests, even when equal values of ZT are encountered. This 
is due to the fact that the facility operation allows to set the 
test conditions by adjusting the total state at the HPV and not 
directly at nozzle inlet, and these two states are connected 
by a transient process which is not perfectly repeatable (see 
Spinelli et al. 2010, 2013). Therefore, discrepancies among 
measurements of different tests might be due to the different 
extent of non-ideal-gas effects and not to unreliability of the 
measurement system. However, a few similar conditions in 
terms of nozzle stagnation states are available for compari-
son of different tests (test 11, 14, 16, and 17 according to 
labeling of Table 3) at non-ideal conditions ( ZT = 0.70 for 
nozzle M1.5). Results are plotted in Fig. 4 in terms of pres-
sure ratio distribution along the nozzle axis. The four tests 
considered share the same total compressibility factor and 
stagnation conditions which are bounded in a very limited 
range, about 3 ◦ C in temperature and 0.15 bar in pressure. 
Moreover, test pairs 11 and 14 as well as 16 and 17 feature 
the same inlet nozzle condition, since they are within the 
limits defined by uncertainty bars. The measured pressure 
ratios at the nozzle axis are well overlapped, thus indicating 
repeatability of the measured data.

Furthermore, when the compressibility factor approaches 
unity, non-ideal effects weaken and measured pressure ratio 
values converge to the ones predicted by the dilute gas the-
ory, which are independent from the upstream thermody-
namic state. Thus, for further verification of measurements 
consistency, pressure ratios are compared at Z

Tmax
 , namely 

at the most ideal condition at which data are available for 

Table 3  Tests considered for consistency analysis

The type of nozzle, the measured total pressure and total temperature 
are reported. The corresponding maximum total compressibility fac-
tors are also shown

Nozzle Test name P
T
 (bar) T

T
 ( ◦ C) Z

T
max

M2.0 Test04 ≡ M2.0L 0.80 228 0.97
Test06 0.21 236 0.99
Test08 0.50 231 0.98
Test09 0.73 237 0.97
Test10 ≡ M2.0H 0.80 265 0.98

M1.5 Test11 ≡ M1.5H 0.84 264 0.98
Test12 0.30 233 0.99
Test13 ≡ M1.5L 0.52 230 0.98
Test14 0.60 263 0.98
Test16 0.22 263 0.99
Test17 0.89 263 0.97

Fig. 4  Comparison of pressure ratio P∕P
T
 distribution along the noz-

zle axis for tests 11, 14, 16, and 17. Nozzle inlet stagnation conditions 
P
T
 and T

T
 are also reported for the data sets which are compared at 

the same total compressibility factor Z
T
= 0.70
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each experimental run, independently of the initial non-ideal 
state. The Z values indicate the proximity to the ideal-gas 
conditions, while the polytropic hypothesis is supported 
by the limited temperature variation among the considered 
points (see Table 3), which entails negligible change in 
the ideal gas heat capacities. Experimental points from the 
whole set of 11 tests, complemented with uncertainty bars, 
are shown in Fig. 5. For both nozzles, the measured pressure 
ratios lie within the error bars from one another, thus prov-
ing the consistency of experimental data acquired during 
different experimental runs.

5  Results and discussion

This section presents detailed results obtained for the four 
tests representative of the whole experimental campaign. 
The gathered data are discussed, at variable non-ideal 
conditions, in terms of local pressure ratio P∕PT and (for 
the divergent portion only) of Mach number M measured 
along the nozzle axis. Together with experimental points, 
calculated distributions of the compressibility factor Z at 
the measuring point are provided to underline the non-ideal 
effect pertaining to each condition analyzed. For all condi-
tions the flow at the centerline is assumed to be isentropic.

Nozzle expansions at different time and non-ideal con-
ditions are analyzed; they refer to thermodynamics states 
selected so to obtain operating conditions with appreciable 
distinction in the levels of non-ideality. For each test five 
significant values of ZT are therefore identified; they are the 
minimum value Z

Tmin
 , the maximum one Z

Tmax
 and three inter-

mediate values ZTmid,i , see Table 4.

5.1  Schlieren images and pressure ratio

For experiments at moderate non-ideal conditions, namely 
test M2.0L and M1.5L, top of Fig. 6 shows the nozzle geom-
etry in non-dimensional coordinates, including the active 
pressure taps (where static pressure is measured). For test 
M2.0L, eight out of nine taps were active, while for test 
M1.5L only four taps were used, in the region of higher 
pressure gradients. In both cases, the geometrical throat 
is located at x∕H = 10.29 . Schlieren images of the MDM 
vapor flow acquired at t = 0 s are also superimposed to the 
profile sketches.

Complex flow structures develop at the throat for test 
M2.0L (Fig. 6a) due to the presence of the recessed step, 
see Cozzi et al. (2015). The incoming flow rotates at the 
step edge through a first expansion fan (dark region at 
x∕H ≈ 10.29 ) and an oblique shock (thin dark line) is then 
formed at the reattachment point, downstream a local separa-
tion; the flow is finally rotated by a second fan (dark region at 
x∕H ≈ 10.80 ) at the connection between the step plateau and 

Fig. 5  Pressure ratio P∕P
T
 trends along the nozzle axis for all tests 

on the two nozzles at respective Z
T
max

 conditions. For each geometry, 
results extracted at the axis line from two-dimensional CFD viscous 
simulation, performed in the PIG hypothesis, are reported for refer-

ence. a Pressure ratio P∕P
T
 along the nozzle axis for tests on nozzle 

M2.0 at respective Z
T
max

 . b Pressure ratio P∕P
T
 along the nozzle axis 

for tests on nozzle M1.50 at respective Z
T
max

Table 4  Selected compressibility factor Z
T
 upstream of the nozzle for 

reference experiments

They correspond to different operating conditions and level of non-
ideality

Test Z
T
min

Z
Tmid,1

Z
Tmid,2

Z
Tmid,3

Z
T
max

M2.0L 0.82 0.85 0.88 0.93 0.97
M1.5L 0.81 0.85 0.90 0.95 0.98
M2.0H 0.65 0.75 0.80 0.90 0.98
M1.5H 0.63 0.70 0.80 0.90 0.98
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the contoured profile. Shock waves correctly appear as dark 
regions; expansions, which are expected to be visualized as 
bright fans, are instead dark. This is due to an overstep of 
the measuring range related to the high compressibility and 
the high density of the vapor flow. Indeed, this phenomenon 
attenuates as the test proceeds and expansion fans brighten 
as both compressibility and flow density reduce, see Conti 
et al. (2017). The flow at the axis is only locally perturbed by 
shock waves arising from the step. Furthermore, they form 
at low Mach number ( M ≈ 1.2 ), and thus, they are weak 
enough to entail a negligible entropy production, despite 
well defined in the schlieren images. This was proven for 
the same geometry operated with air in Cozzi et al. (2015). 
The nozzle flow at the axis can be therefore assumed as 

isentropic, with a constant value of total pressure PT at any 
selected time. From schlieren images, multiple weak shock 
reflections on the profiled walls are also clearly visible (at 
about 11.5 < x∕H < 14.0 ), as well as weak waves generated 
in the divergent portion by small perturbation of the flow 
due to profiled wall roughness. These are Mach waves and 
their slope, relative to the flow direction, represents a direct 
measurement of the local Mach number, see Sect. 5.2. Fur-
ther details on the flow feature at the throat of nozzle M2.0 
can be found in Spinelli et al. (2016) and Gori et al. (2017b).

Top of Fig. 6b shows the geometry of nozzle M1.5 over-
lapped to schlieren images at time t = 0 s for test M1.5L. The 
profile is clean and exhibits at the same time an enhanced 
roughness at the contoured walls (Ra ≈ 0.6 μm), to promote 

Fig. 6  Experimental results for test M2.0L (a) and M1.5L (b). Noz-
zle non-dimensional geometries (top) with overlapped schlieren 
images of the MDM vapor flow at time t = 0  s, corresponding to 
Z
T
= 0.82 (test M2.0L) and Z

T
= 0.81 (test M1.5L). Throat is located 

at x∕H = 10.29 . Experimental values at the axis of P∕P
T
 (center) and 

calculated Z (bottom) as a function of the non-dimensional spatial 
coordinate x  / H at different Z

T
 . CFD data from viscous calculation 

coupled with PIG model for MDM are superimposed to the experi-
mental ones. For test M2.0L experimental points for the nozzle oper-
ated with air are included
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Mach waves formation, which are indeed well visible in the 
divergent portion of the nozzle. Consistently, the nozzle core 
flow is isentropic, as it is confirmed by the evidence from 
schlieren images that the flow is under-expanded. Indeed, for 
nozzle M1.5 the nozzle outlet section is optically accessible 
and the post-expansion is evidenced by the expansion fans 
and the slip lines visible at the nozzle exit. It is worth recall-
ing here that, for all experimental runs, each nozzle operates 
in under-expanded conditions except at the test conclusion, 
when adapted and over-expanded conditions are reached.

The central part of Fig. 6 reports, for tests M2.0L (a) 
and M1.5L (b), the local pressure ratio P∕PT measured at 
the active taps at different ZT . For plot clarity, uncertainty 

bars are not reported here, but they are more significantly 
shown for experiments carried out at the highest level of 
non-ideality (see Fig. 7). As a reference, a continuous expan-
sion profile is reported as extracted at the axis line from 
a two-dimensional CFD viscous calculation, performed by 
employing the SU2 software suite (Palacios et al. 2013; 
Vitale et al. 2015; Gori et al. 2017b) and by modeling MDM 
as a polytropic ideal gas. The constant specific heat ratio is 
� = 1.018 , as obtained in the temperature range of interest 
for the presented experiments, according to Span (2000). 
Consistently, CFD results are well overlapped to data meas-
ured at maximum ZT , namely in the almost ideal gas state. 
For test M2.0L, two bumps are located at x∕H ≈ 10.9 and 

Fig. 7  Experimental results for test M2.0H (a) and M1.5H (b). Noz-
zle non-dimensional geometries (top) with overlapped schlieren 
images of the MDM vapor flow at time t = 4.75 s, corresponding to 
Z
T
= 0.70 , for test M2.0H and at time t = 1.60  s, corresponding to 

Z
T
= 0.65 , for test M1.5H. Experimental values at the axis of P∕P

T
 

(center) and calculated Z (bottom) as a function of the non-dimen-
sional spatial coordinate x / H at different Z

T
 . CFD data from viscous 

calculation coupled with PIG model for MDM are superimposed to 
the experimental ones. For test M2.0H experimental points for the 
nozzle operated with air are included. A detailed view of the meas-
ured pressure ratio is given at the throat ( x∕H = 10.29 ); both P∕P

T
 

data and calculated Z trends are completed with the expanded uncer-
tainty bars (95% confidence interval)
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x∕H ≈ 12.7 , which are related to the shock wave originated 
at the step and to its first reflection. For nozzle M2.0 only, 
the local pressure ratio obtained by operating the nozzle 
with air is also reported; detailed results of these previous 
experiments with air are provided in Spinelli et al. (2015). 
Finally, the calculated values of the compressibility factor 
Z along the two nozzle axis are plotted to identify departure 
from ideality along the entire expansion. For both tests per-
formed with MDM, the value of Z increases for the whole 
flow field as the extracted operating conditions become more 
ideal (increase of ZT ); furthermore Z increases as the expan-
sion proceeds along the nozzle and approaches unity at the 
outlet. The rather trivial result of constant Z = 1 is plotted 
for experiments performed with air (nozzle M2.0 only) and 
for CFD simulations with MDM treated as a perfect, namely, 
polytropic ideal, gas.

Similar to Figs. 6,  7 reports the nozzle profile sketches 
superimposed to schlieren images (top) at time t = 4.75 s 
(test M2.0H) and t = 1.60 s (test M1.5H), corresponding to 
ZT = 0.70 and ZT = 0.65 respectively, for the two experi-
ments carried out in highly non-ideal conditions. Results in 
terms of pressure ratios (central) and compressibility fac-
tors (bottom) are also plotted. Six and four pressure taps 
are active for test M2.0H and M1.5H, respectively. In both 
cases active pressure taps are located in the largest pressure 
gradient region. Schlieren images are considerably dark, 
especially at the throat region, where maximum density 
gradient is attained. This is caused by the above mentioned 
overstep of the measuring range, which is more evident than 
in the case of moderate non-ideal conditions and reaches 
its maximum at minimum ZT , see Conti et al. (2017). In 
fact, the flow features are scarcely visible in schlieren 
images at time t = 0 s (minimum ZT ) which are therefore 
not reported. Measuring range issues reduce as the test pro-
ceeds (and ZT increases) and schlieren images gradually 
become more readable. However, the main flow features 
are qualitatively the same observed during low pressure 
tests, and similar considerations hold. Measured pressure 
ratio P∕PT and calculated compressibility factor Z along the 
nozzle axis are plotted in the central and bottom parts of 
Fig. 7, together with uncertainty bars. Simulation results 
at the axis for MDM in polytropic ideal gas conditions and 
experimental results for nozzle M2.0 operated with air are 
also included. The overall vapor flow behavior is similar to 
the one obtained at moderate operating conditions, though 
non-ideal effects are higher as denoted by the lower level of 
Z and the correspondingly higher local pressure ratios.

A first comparison on the pressure ratio distribution along 
the axis can be made between the nozzle M2.0 operated with 
air and with MDM at maximum ZT (0.97 for test M2.0L, 
0.98 for test M2.0H), namely in almost ideal conditions. 
This allows to point out the effects on the expansion pro-
cesses due to the different molecular complexity of the two 

fluids, that is, the different value of the specific heat ratio 
( �MDM = 1.018 , �air = 1.4 ). At any axial coordinate the local 
pressure ratio is higher for MDM, due to its higher molecu-
lar complexity. This difference initially increases with the 
Mach number along the expansion, as compressibility effects 
start playing a role, while it starts reducing at higher Mach 
numbers (here above M ≈ 1.6–1.7 for MDM). This is in 
accordance with the well-known result that the pressure ratio 
tends to zero as Mach number tends to infinity. In addition, 
for a given nozzle, the pressure ratio is independent of the 
inlet condition, as confirmed by the comparison provided 
in Sect. 4.2 among different test at Z

Tmax
 , see Fig. 5. The 

described behavior is consistent with the one predicted by 
the quasi-one-dimensional theory for isentropic expanding 
flows of perfect gases (Thompson 1988) and it is not related 
to non-ideal effects.

To evidence non-ideal compressible flow effects, for 
each nozzle and operating condition with MDM, the expan-
sion processes occurring at maximum ZT are compared to 
those at lower ZT , up to the minimum value. For all the 
analyzed cases, the pressure ratio P∕PT along the expansion 
is higher than the ideal-gas one at Z

Tmax
 and increases with 

increasing departure from ideality, as ZT decreases. Such 
trend is ascribed to non-ideal effects and has no relation with 
measuring accuracy, since the uncertainty bars pertaining 
to different ZT do not overlap. This is shown in Fig. 7 for 
tests at high pressure. It holds for all the performed tests and 
at almost any axial coordinate, with few exceptions in the 
initial converging portion of the nozzle and at high values 
of ZT . Indeed, in the initial converging region, higher full 
scale/uncertainty transducers are located; as a consequence, 
a higher uncertainty is obtained for pressure ratios, espe-
cially in the dilute gas state where the level of measured 
pressure is considerably low. Moreover, the initial part of 
the expansion features pressure ratios which are close to one 
and non-ideal compressible effects of different intensity are 
almost indistinguishable, despite marked by well separated 
values of Z (see bottom of Fig. 7). Expanded uncertainty 
with a 95% confidence level for the pressure ratio was calcu-
lated by propagating the uncertainties of measured P and PT , 
while for the compressibility factor a Monte Carlo method 
was applied (JCGM 2008a or JCGM 2008b), to propagate 
uncertainties of measured P, PT and TT in computed thermo-
dynamic quantities such as Z and s, which are calculated via 
the RefProp thermodynamic model. Note that no uncertainty 
in the thermodynamic model is accounted for.

Summarizing, for a given fluid and nozzle geometry, a 
dependence of the pressure ratio on the inlet stagnation con-
ditions is documented here for the first time, which proves 
the non-ideal nature of the flow in all the analyzed cases. 
Indeed, this is consistent with the non-ideal behavior of 
quasi-one-dimensional isentropic expansions predicted by 
Tsien (1946). The described trend of measured pressure 
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ratio is qualitatively in agreement with the one predicted 
by the van der Waals model applied to a quasi-one-dimen-
sional nozzle expansion of MDM vapor, while a very good 
quantitative consistence is found with the results of a two-
dimensional viscous CFD calculation (Gori et al. 2017b) 
implementing highly accurate thermodynamic models for 
MDM, such as RefProp model or the improved Peng Rob-
inson Stryjek Vera (iPRSV) equation of state (van der Stelt 
et al. 2012). The dependence of the flow field on the inlet 
conditions is found to be not negligible, for both cases of 
moderate and high deviations from the ideal-gas state. For 
example, at the geometrical throat, the deviation of P∕PT 
with respect to the one obtained at Z

Tmax
= 0.98 is of about 

5.6% for ZT = 0.81 (test M1.5L), and of about 8.7% for 
ZT = 0.63 (test M1.5H).

To assess if non-ideal nozzle flow is influenced by the 
full stagnation state, namely PT and TT , or by the stagnation 
compressibility factor ZT only, different nozzle flows exhibit-
ing the same ZT but different total conditions are compared. 
Figure 8 shows the result of this comparison in terms of 
pressure ratio for nozzle M1.5 at moderate level of non-
ideality ( ZT = 0.85 ), where a sufficiently large data set was 
available in a reasonably wide range of nozzle operating 
conditions. The nozzle flow at the axis appears to be mainly 
dependent on the compressibility factor ZT rather than on 
the full total state, and this trend seems to be preserved not 
only at higher ZT , as expected, but also at higher level of 
non-ideality up to ZT as low as 0.70. However, the data set 
available for comparison is not adequately large and spans 
a range of operating conditions (at any ZT ) not sufficiently 

wide to draw general conclusions, especially at highly non-
ideal states. In this respect, to evaluate more accurately the 
role of inlet compressibility factor in non-ideal nozzle flows, 
a dedicated experimental campaign is currently underway on 
the TROVA facility.

5.2  Mach number

In the four analyzed tests, the flow Mach number M was 
directly measured along the axis of the nozzle diverging por-
tion from schlieren visualizations. The measurement is per-
formed through the evaluation of the slope of Mach waves, 
identified within the schlieren images extracted at the same 
ZT selected for the analysis of pressure ratios. At the axis 
position where pressure taps are located, the measured Mach 
numbers are also compared with those calculated as a func-
tion of measured pressure and total conditions, by applying 
the isentropic hypothesis and to the RefProp model, namely 
M = u∕c where u is the velocity modulus and c is the speed 
of sound. Both u and c are computed from the local meas-
ured value of the pressure and from stagnation conditions.

Mach waves are infinitely weak (thus isentropic) oblique 
waves, originated by the roughness at the profiled nozzle 
walls. As such, they are present only within the supersonic 
flow region in the divergent portion of the nozzle and feature 
density gradients which can be observed using schlieren 
visualization, which allows for a larger number of measuring 
points at the axis with respect to pressure data. The slope � 
of the Mach waves with respect to the local flow angle 
depends only on the local value of the Mach number via the 
relation M =

1

sin(�)
 . By virtue of symmetry, the flow veloc-

ity at the centerline is parallel to the axis, and � is simply the 
angle formed between the wave and the nozzle axis itself. 
The detection of Mach lines from schlieren images is a pow-
erful method to obtain a direct measurement of the local 
Mach number without involving any thermodynamic model 
in the calculation, if the direction of the velocity is known.

Results obtained for Mach number measurements are pre-
sented here referring to the nozzle M1.5 only. For this noz-
zle, Mach lines are more clearly visible, due to the improved 
profile roughness (see Sect. 2), which enhances the wave 
contrast, and due to the absence of any well defined structure 
(shocks/reflected shocks/expansion fans) originated from 
step singularities, which inevitably overlap with weak Mach 
waves for nozzle M2.0. Top of Fig. 9 depicts an enlarged 
view of the divergent portion of the nozzle which clearly 
visualizes the dark lines originated at the contoured walls. 
The overlapped lines mark the Mach waves identified at the 
axis by processing the images recorded with a line detection 
algorithm, implementing the Hough transform (Duda and 
Hart 1972) and the line detection method proposed in Lo and 
Tsai (1995). The schlieren image is first cut into sub-images 

Fig. 8  Comparison of pressure ratio P∕P
T
 distribution along the noz-

zle axis for tests 11, 12, 13, 14, 16, and 17. Nozzle inlet stagnation 
conditions P

T
 and T

T
 are also reported for the data sets which are 

compared at the same total compressibility factor Z
T
= 0.85
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centered on the axis. The gray-scaled images are then bina-
rized and the standard Hough transform is performed. Peaks 
of the Hough transform are detected, each corresponding 
to a line in the image. The correct slope � of each line is 
finally found according to the algorithm illustrated in Lo 
and Tsai (1995).

The angular resolution is limited by the size of image 
pixels. Once one line is identified, the angular expanded 
uncertainty U� (95% confidence level) is computed by 
assuming a uniform probability distribution within the pixel 
of the end point location (JCGM 2008). The bottom part 
of Fig. 9 reports the Mach number trend along the nozzle 
axis, together with the corresponding uncertainty bars. The 
two plots are obtained by applying the described method 
to schlieren images extracted from tests M1.5L and M1.5H 
at the minimum value of ZT at which good-quality images 
were available. In particular, at the lowest ZT = 0.63 , den-
sity gradients are beyond the schlieren measuring range and 
the resulting image is almost completely dark in the throat 
region. Therefore, for test M1.5H, condition ZT = 0.65 was 
used.

As clearly pointed out by Fig. 9, the uncertainty UM of 
Mach measurement increases with Mach number, given the 
angular uncertainty U� , which is related to the sub-image 
dimension and to the camera resolution. Indeed, the uncer-
tainty propagated to Mach number is as follows:

where the term M
√

M2 − 1 increases almost quadratically 
with Mach number above M ≈ 1.2 . Therefore, the increased 
uncertainty is due to the dependence of the Mach number 
on the Mach line slope � , through the inverse sine function. 
At small supersonic Mach numbers � is close to 90◦ and 
the function sin−1 is almost insensitive to angular variation 
related to uncertainty; conversely, its sensitivity to angu-
lar changes increases with Mach number especially at high 
M where the trend is strongly non-linear. This entails an 
increasing uncertainty, in particular above M = 1.5 . In other 
words, for a small perturbation occurring in highly super-
sonic flows, a significant acceleration is required to produce 
non-negligible sharpening of the Mach surface, whose local 
semi-aperture is �.

(2)UM = M

√

M2 − 1U�

Fig. 9  Schlieren images (top) and measured Mach number distribu-
tion along the axis (bottom) for the divergent portion of the nozzle 
and for tests M1.5L (a) at Z

T
= 0.81 and test M1.5H (b) at Z

T
= 0.65 . 

Mach number was measured through the slope of Mach waves identi-

fied in the schlieren images and marked here (top) with overlapped 
purple (a) and green (b) lines. The geometry of the divergent profile 
of nozzle M1.5 is also superimposed to the schlieren images
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In Fig. 9 a comparison is also given between the measured 
Mach and the ones calculated by using pressure and tempera-
ture measurements M = M(P, s(PT, TT)) , through the RefProp 
model. Results are in good accordance (also for test and condi-
tions not reported in the figure), thus confirming the accuracy 
of the thermodynamic model employed. The Mach distribution 
at the axis as extracted from a two-dimensional, viscous CFD 
calculation is also plotted for reference.

Figure 10 contains a comparison between the local Mach 
number measured at the nozzle axis at ZT = 0.65 (test M1.5H) 
and ZT = 0.90 test (M1.5L). These values were chosen as the 
minimum and the maximum compressibility factors at which 
schlieren images quality is good enough to allow the detection 
of Mach lines. The comparison shows that as the non-ideal 
effects increase, the Mach value level decreases with respect 
to its perfect gas counterpart. Although a partial overlap of 
uncertainty bars is present, especially at the expansion end, 
where the exit conditions are reached, the trend is clearly vis-
ible, in particular, within the region of higher gradients, up to 
M ≈ 1.55 . This represents a further proof of the dependence of 
the nozzle flow field on the stagnation conditions, for a given 
geometry and working fluid. In addition, the trend is consistent 
with the one found for pressure ratio (see Figs. 6 and 7) and it 
is confirmed for intermediate values of ZT , not reported here 
for plot clarity. For a given nozzle geometry, the reduction of 
supersonic Mach number with increasing non-ideality of the 
flow is also predicted by the one-dimensional theory. Indeed, 
for an isentropic nozzle flow, the Mach number gradient along 
the axial coordinate x reads

(3)1

M

dM

dx
=

1 + (Γ − 1)M2

M2 − 1

1

A

dA

dx
,

where A = A(x) is the value of the cross-sectional area along 
the axis, see Thompson (1991). As the level of non-ideality 
increases, the value of Γ reduces, entailing a lower gradi-
ent of Mach number along the diverging portion, and thus, 
a lower Mach number is attained at any axial coordinate. 
Finally, CFD simulation performed also gave consistent 
results and well-comparable trends, see Gori et al. (2017b).

6  Conclusion

Results of an experimental campaign carried out to study 
non-ideal compressible flows of high molecular complexity 
vapors in supersonic nozzles are presented here for the first 
time. Nozzle expansion processes were selected as the most 
significant ones, for both fundamental research in non-ideal 
compressible fluid dynamics and industrial applications, 
especially for ORC power systems. A correct modeling of 
such unconventional fluid flows, by either theoretical or 
computational tools, demands detailed and reliable experi-
mental data, which were still not available in the open litera-
ture, also due to difficulties of performing accurate measure-
ments in high temperature and potentially condensing vapor 
flows. The reported measurements represent the first results 
obtained, aiming at overcoming the lack of experimental 
data and providing a reference data set.

Several tests were performed on the nozzle test section of 
the Test Rig for Organic VApors (TROVA), at the Labora-
tory of Compressible fluid-dynamics for Renewable Energy 
Application (CREA Lab) of Politecnico di Milano, Italy. The 
fluid investigated was siloxane MDM, which is particularly 
suited for the proposed study, due to both its high molecular 
complexity and its wide application on ORC power systems. 
Experiment repeatability was thoroughly verified by com-
paring several tests performed at different operating condi-
tions in the ideal-gas limit and a few tests carried out in com-
parable non-ideal states. The measuring procedure revealed 
reliable and the methodology applied allowed to achieve a 
satisfactory low uncertainty level for the measured data.

Two planar and converging–diverging nozzles were oper-
ated with MDM vapor, from highly non-ideal conditions, 
including thermodynamic regions of industrial interest, to 
almost ideal ones. The flow field was investigated in terms 
of pressure distribution at the axis, of inlet total temperature 
and pressure and of schlieren visualization, which provided 
a direct measurement of the Mach number at the centerline 
of the nozzle diverging portion. Different measured quanti-
ties exhibit mutually consistent trend and calculations per-
formed by applying the RefProp thermodynamic model to 
the explored operating conditions support the congruence of 
data. The analysis is based on local pressure ratio P∕PT and 
Mach number measurements along the nozzle axis, and it is 
therefore carried out without resorting to any computational 

Fig. 10  Comparison between measured Mach number distribution at 
the axis of the nozzle diverging portion for tests M1.5L at Z

T
= 0.65 

and for test M1.5H at Z
T
= 0.90
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model. Some results of numerical calculation were reported 
here only to support the experimental results.

The nozzle flow is proven to be non-ideal, since the 
inlet thermodynamic conditions significantly affect both 
the pressure ratio and the Mach number distribution along 
the nozzle axis, contrarily to the well-known behavior of 
perfect gases. Hence, the present study confirms the need 
of accounting for non-ideal effects in the design and analy-
sis of component operating in the non-ideal compressible 
regime of molecularly complex vapors. In addition, the 
measurement techniques selected proven their suitability 
in detecting non-ideal behaviors in compressible flows. 
A reliable methodology is, therefore, reported, which is 
applicable to perform experiments on high temperature 
and potentially condensing vapor flows in highly non-
ideal thermodynamic conditions. This allows to provide 
the demanded experimental data and to establish reference 
test cases for non-ideal compressible flows.
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